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MilkFarm is a cryptocurrency brand
on the Binance Smart Chain, that
includes, a token, a miner and play
to earn games.

WHAT IS
MILKFARM?



MinerMiner

What is...What is...



MilkFarm is a locked BNB Staking Pool, also reffered to as a
miner.
Investors are able to make returns on their investment up to
15% daily.
Daily percentage depends on various factors such as selling
habits, the time of day you sell or hire, the TVL pool, the
amount of MILKERS you have hired and the price of BNB.

MILKFARM MINER



To start earning 15% daily rewards, you
must first hire MILKERS through the
D'app on our website. Then those
MILKERS will start minting MILK that
you can either sell or use to rehire
MILKERS.

HOW DOES IT
WORK?



MILK does not have a set price.
LOWER TVL means more MILK per
BNB, HIGHER TVL means less MILK
per BNB.

WHAT IS THE PRICE
OF MILK?



If you always sell, your daily
percentage will drop dramatically and
will minimize your profits in the long
run. This is an anti-whale mechanism
that prevents draining of the TVL.

CAN YOU SELL
EVERYDAY?



Yes, as long as there is TVL in the
contract then there will always be
rewards. As long as investors can
consider and respect other investors
and sell appropriately and as long as
we keep bringing in new investors and
pushing the TVL higher, then the miner
will last for a very long time.

IS A MINER
SUSTAINABLE?



The general and most effective
strategy when using the miner is to
compound for 6 days and withdraw
on the 7th. This will maximize your
returns in the long run. You can also
use our referral system to increase
your returns faster.
You can do this infinitely.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR PROFITS?



1%  BUY TAX
5% SELL TAX

WHAT'S THE TAX?



If hold/rehire more than 24 hours and less than 72
hours then sell tax will be 10%.

If hold/rehire more than 72 hours but less than 96
hours, then sell tax will be 8%.

If hold/rehire more than 96 hours, then sell tax reverts
to 5%.

If hold/rehire for more than 30 days, then sell tax will
be 1%.

If you sell immediately within 24 hours of your
previous sell, tax will be 20%

If you sell again within 24 hours after your previous
20% sell, you will be taxed 40% and will keep being
taxed 40% if you continue to sell within 24 hours of
your previous sell. You will have to hold/rehire for
more than 96 hours for the tax to revert back to 5%.

To prevent dumps, we have incorporated an anti-dump
feature into the smart contract of the miner. If people
sell inconsiderately they will be penalized, and if they
hold properly they will be rewarded. Your current tax will
be shown by a pop up message after clicking sell.

The function operates as follows:

Sell tax is by default 5%

Your first sell will have a tax of 5% then thereafter:

ANTI-DUMP FUNCTIONS



If there are any users who are dumping ridiculous
amounts of rewards every week, such as if their sells
are considered dangerous to the TVL we will manually
raise the tax for that wallet exclusively (all other users
will still have normal tax) and then use that tax and put
it back into the miner's TVL. 
WE WILL RAISE THE TAX TO 75% AND ABOVE.
ALSO, anyone who hoards/stacks their rewards for
more than 2 days without rehiring, and their pending
rewards are 1% or above of the TVL, will get their sell
tax raised and only lowered after rehiring, this is to
prevent people hoarding dangerous amounts of BNB
and dumping every few days.  

MANUAL ANTI-DUMP
MEASUREMENTS



DISCLAIMER:
The manual anti-dump measurements are not automated and is prone to needing to be adapted
depending on the state of the miner. Know this before you make your investment.

Please understand that if you're someone who wants to just DUMP the TVL consistently and just
make your 10x or whatever, then do it, if you're gonna sell without consideration to the TVL or other
investors, we don't want you in the MINER, your MILKERS are forever, if you show trading habits that
are dangerous to the MINER and it's investors and the TVL, the only way for us to stop you and get
you out of the miner is to raise your tax, because MILKERS don't decrease, we can't have someone
running wild and draining TVL with dumps, so BE VERY AWARE OF THAT! We don't want your
investment if you can't understand that the MINER has to be used unselfishly.

MANUAL ANTI-DUMP MEASUREMENTS



The contract is immutable, therefore,
cannot be changed or altered in any
way, shape or form by the devs, so the
TVL will always remain and grow witihin
the contract of the miner and no one
will have access to the BNB inside the
miners contract.

CAN THE DEVS PULL
TVL?



Nope. 
There is no minimum deposit or
minimum withdrawal amount.

IS THERE A MINIMUM DEPOSIT
AMOUNT?



When you hire, you hire MILKERS by
paying with BNB from your wallet.
When you rehire, you use your
profits that you have gained from
holding and compounding to hire
MILKERS. 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
HIRE AND REHIRE?



If you stick to the 6 to 1 Strategy
and rehire regularly, you should
start earning rewards daily that is
equivalent to your initial
investment in about 1 to 5 weeks
depending on when you invested
and how often you rehire.

HOW LONG TIL I START SEEING
PROFITS?



As long as investors trade responsibly and share their
referral links and sell responsibly with consideration for
the TVL and as long as us as a team keep marketing the
miner effectively, then everyone can win and earn
passive income for a long time.

MILKFARM MINER



TOKENTOKEN

What is...What is...



MilkFarm Token or $MILKT is the native token of MilkFarm that
will be used to play P2E games on MilkFarm, as well as for other
utilities that may come in the future.

MILKFARM TOKEN



8% BUY TAX
8% SELL TAX

TOKENOMICS

4% will go to development and marketing.
4% will go into the miner's TVL.

Total Supply: 1000,000,000 MILKT



GAMESGAMES

What is...What is...



MilkFarm Games will be a catalogue of games where investors
can use their MilkToken to play games where they stand a
chance to win money just by playing. There will be single player
games, as well as Player Vs Player games.

MILKFARM GAMES



WHICH GAMES ARE
BEING PLANNED?

MilkBar - a game similar to the retro
game "Tapper."
MilkFighter - a PVP 2D fighting game.

We will first be releasing DairyDice, which
we will describe in more detail on the
next page.

Future releases will be:



DairyDice is a Dice game on MilkFarm where you can either bet
against the house or bet head to head against another player in
1v1 mode. Below is a rough draft of the infrastructure of the game.

DAIRY DICE



HOW DOES ONE GET PAID THEIR
WINNINGS IN DAIRY DICE SINGLE
PLAYER?
The DairyDice game will have it's own
rewards pool, this way it prevents having
any dumps on the native token's chart.

AND IN PVP MODE?
In PvP mode, a player will choose his
wager and play against a random player
who chose the same wager. Both their
bets go into a pot, and the winner get's
the entire pot.



Yep. You will have to hold some
MilkFarm Token to play. You simply
have to hold MilkFarm token to
play, and you can bet using normal
BEP-20 BNB.

DOES ONE HAVE TO HOLD
MILKFARM TOKENS TO PLAY?



ARE THERE ANY
TAXES?

0% TAX on Single Player Mode.
10% TAX on PvP Mode.



Enjoy the games, and play responsibly. We will keep adding
games as time goes on.

MILKFARM GAMES
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